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Objective: To examine multiple aspects of anger experience and expression (frequency, outward expression, suppression, and control)
as moderators of the association of social inequality, as measured by educational status, with inflammation and coagulation markers.
Methods: After survey assessments via telephone and mail, Midlife in the United States respondents (N = 1054) participated in an
overnight clinic visit, where they completed anger questionnaires and provided a fasting blood sample to measure interleukin-6 (IL-6),
C-reactive protein (CRP), and fibrinogen. Results: Educational status was linked to higher anger control among men (B = 0.14, p =
.001). Significant inverse correlations emerged between education and IL-6, CRP, and fibrinogen (r values Q j0.09, p values G.004)
and between anger control and IL-6 and CRP (r values = j0.07, p values G .03). Controlling for demographic and health status
covariates, anger-in predicted lower fibrinogen ( p = .03). Interactions between education and anger measures were significant for
education and trait anger as related to fibrinogen ( p = .02) and education and anger-out as related to IL-6 ( p = .05) and fibrinogen ( p =
.05). As predicted, the inverse relationships between education and IL-6 and fibrinogen were stronger among individuals reporting high
anger. Anger control also moderated the association of education with IL-6 in women ( p = .026), such that the link between education
and IL-6 was attenuated among women with high anger control. Conclusions: Varieties of anger moderated educational gradients in
inflammation: The inverse relationships between education and inflammation markers were strongest among individuals with high
anger and were attenuated among those with high anger control. Key words: socioeconomic status, anger, inflammation, sex
differences.

BMI = body mass index; CRP = C-reactive protein; GCRC =
General Clinic Research Center; IL-6 = interleukin-6; MIDUS =
Midlife in the United States; SES = socioeconomic status.

INTRODUCTION

A nger is a primal emotion in the human repertoire. Described
as varying in intensity from mild frustration to extreme fury

and rage, anger has been differentiated into state (transient bouts
of anger after a precipitating event) and trait components (stable
affective styles characterized by frequent experiences of anger)
(1). Styles of anger expression can be delineated as well, includ-
ing verbal or behavioral expressions of anger (anger-out) or sup-
pressing the expression of anger (anger-in). The management of
anger (anger control), referring to efforts to settle down and
cool off, is considered a more salubrious expression style (2).

There are adverse health effects associated with high levels
of anger or poorly controlled anger. This study examined if
these effects were heightened in socioeconomically disadvan-
taged individuals. Specifically, the main objective was to test
whether individual differences in multiple dimensions of an-
ger moderated the inverse relationship between education and
systemic inflammation, a physiological process involved in the
etiology and pathogenesis of several major diseases including
cardiovascular disease and Type II diabetes (3).

Inflammation: Links to Socioeconomic Status and Anger
Inflammation is one biological mechanism through which

psychosocial processes ‘‘get under the skin’’ to affect disease
outcomes (4,5). It is involved in responding to the psychoso-
cial environment and in the progression of many disease pro-
cesses. The present study used three markers of inflammation:

proinflammatory cytokine, interleukin-6 (IL-6), acute-phase
protein, C-reactive protein (CRP), and clotting factor, fibrino-
gen. Relevant to the present research, these biomarkers are pat-
terned by socioeconomic status (SES) and also share meaningful
variation with anger and related constructs. Lower-SES indi-
viduals face higher morbidity and mortality compared with in-
dividuals in more favorable positions (6,7). These gradients are
evident across numerous health outcomes including levels of IL-6,
CRP, and fibrinogen, which increase moving down the socio-
economic hierarchy (8Y11). Prior work on the current sample
has shown SES gradients in IL-6, CRP, and fibrinogen (12,13).

Recent work also supports a link between anger and elevated
inflammation. Cross-sectional and experimental research shows
positive associations between anger, hostility, and related con-
structs and circulating inflammatory markers and clotting factors
(11,14Y19) as well as with stimulated production of proin-
flammatory cytokines (20Y22). However, many of these stud-
ies use smaller, homogeneous samples, limiting generalizations
to the larger population (see Ranjit et al. (11), Elovainio et al.
(15), and Marsland et al. (17) for exceptions). Still, they com-
plement a larger literature linking anger to poor cardiovascu-
lar and metabolic health outcomes (23Y27). Conversely, anger
control is associated with salubrious health outcomes including
fewer cardiovascular events, faster wound healing, and higher
health-related quality of life (25,28,29). Few investigations have
examined its relationship with inflammation, to date. In two
samples, anger control was not related to proinflammatory cy-
tokine production at a wound site, despite inflammation playing
a notable role in the healing process (28). The present study
sought to extend the aforementioned literature by examining
the relationships between several dimensions of anger and
IL-6, CRP, and fibrinogen in a national sample of adults.

Need for Integration
None of the aforementioned research on inflammation and

anger incorporated SES, except to use it as a control variable. Two
studies, however, included SES and supported the hypothesis
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that the health-compromising effects of anger may be greater
among low-SES individuals. One showed that the link between
anger and atherosclerosis was significant only in young adults
from low-SES backgrounds, although it did not find a com-
parable association with adult SES (30). Another showed that
trait anger was associated with ambulatory blood pressure most
strongly in low SES, African American adolescents (31). These
results suggest that the risk for detrimental health effects as-
sociated with disadvantaged SES backgrounds may be exac-
erbated by an emotional profile marked by high anger.

Considering anger as a pertinent correlate of social inequal-
ity has distant roots. More than 2000 years ago, Aristotle (32)
observed that frames of mind, such as being poor and having
it disregarded by others, can stir men to anger. Contemporary
research supports this view. Primary causes of anger are per-
ceived injustices and goal blockages (33Y35), which may be
experienced more frequently by low-SES individuals. SES is
inversely related to household size and economic hardship,
which both contribute to greater anger, as well (35,36). We use
education as the indicator of SES because it is an individual-
level variable (i.e., everyone has a level of attainment) and is
a precursor to income and occupational status (37). In the
Framingham Offspring Study, education inversely predicted trait
anger and physical symptoms of anger (e.g., getting a head-
ache), although it did not predict styles of anger expression
(38). In another sample, cynical distrust and anger suppression
were higher among the less educated, although higher educa-
tion predicted greater expressions of anger (39). On the other
hand, no educational differences in trait anger or anger expres-
sion were found in a sample of postmenopausal women, al-
though mean levels of hostility decreased linearly (40). Few
reports have assessed the relationship between SES and anger
control, although available evidence suggests that they are pos-
itively related (36,41).

The current study brought the above literatures together by
examining the interplay of anger and educational attainment on
inflammatory markers, including whether such patterns might
differ for men and women. Prior findings on sex differences in
anger and related constructs are mixed. Some studies show no
sex differences (42,43); others report that men are angrier
(44Y47); and still others report that women report greater
anger (35,36,45). Furthermore, the extent to which trait anger
and anger expression styles predict cardiovascular outcomes
has differed by sex as well, with most studies reporting stronger
relationships in men (23,25,48). Given these inconsisten-
cies, we viewed sex differences as important to consider but had
no specific hypotheses about them.

The study used data from the Midlife in the United States
(MIDUS) survey. The first question was whether education was
significantly related to trait anger and anger expression styles.
We hypothesized that those with less education would report
greater trait anger, anger-out, and anger-in and lower anger
control. Second, we hypothesized that greater trait anger, anger-
out, and anger-in and lower anger control would predict higher
levels of IL-6, CRP, and fibrinogen. Regarding integrative
models, which were the key focus, we posited two directional

effects. The exacerbation pathway predicted that the inverse re-
lationship between educational attainment and inflammatory
markers would be strongest among individuals with high trait
anger, anger-out, and/or anger-in. Thus, it is the combination of
low education and high anger that is expected to predict the
highest levels of inflammatory markers. The mitigation pathway,
in contrast, predicted that the inverse relationship between ed-
ucation and inflammatory markers would be buffered among
individuals who reported high anger control.

METHODS
Sample
Participants were from the MIDUS survey, which began in 1995 with more

than 7000 noninstitutionalized adults, recruited via random digit dialing from
the 48 contiguous states, siblings of the random digit dialing sample, and a large
sample of twins (49,50). The second wave (MIDUS II) began in 2004, with 75%
of surviving respondents participating. Biological data were collected from a
subset of respondents (N = 1054) who agreed to travel to one of three General
Clinical Research Centers (GCRCs) for an overnight visit. The response rate
was 43% among those eligible (adjusted for those who could not be reached).
This rate is somewhat lower than other epidemiological studies involving a
clinic visit (e.g., 57% in the Cardiovascular Health Study; (51)). However, the
protocol is quite demanding and required extensive travel for many participants,
in addition to two full days of assessment (52). This study was approved by
institutional review boards at Georgetown University; University of California,
Los Angeles; and University of Wisconsin, Madison. All participants provided
informed consent. The biological sample was comparable with the MIDUS II
sample on most sociodemographic and health characteristics, although the par-
ticipants were significantly better educated and less likely to smoke than non-
participants (52). Descriptive statistics are provided in Table 1.

Measures
Education
During the telephone interviews, respondents reported the highest grade

of school or year of college they had completed. Twelve response categories
ranged from no schooling to completion of a professional degree.

Anger
Spielberger StateYTrait Anger Expression Inventory was completed at the

GCRC (1). The trait anger scale contains 15 items (e.g., ‘‘I have a fiery tem-
per’’). Respondents indicated how often they generally felt the given statements
on a 4-point scale. The anger-out (e.g., ‘‘I strike out at whatever infuriates me’’)
and anger-in (e.g., ‘‘I boil inside, but don’t show it’’) scales reflected how often
respondents had such experiences when they felt angry or furious. The anger
control scale (e.g., ‘‘I control my temper’’) assessed how often an individual
attempts to manage the expression of their anger. The anger-out and anger-in
scales contained eight items, and the anger control scale contained four items.
Internal consistency ranged from 0.69 to 0.84.

Health Covariates
Health status covariates included body mass index (BMI), medication use,

and chronic health conditions. BMI was based on measurements taken by
GCRC staff. Body composition is a key predictor of inflammatory markers
(53). Medication use including antidepressants, antihypertensives, cholesterol,
and steroid use was accounted for as four dummy-coded variables to indicate
current use or nonuse. These medications have modulatory effects on IL-6,
CRP, and fibrinogen (54,55). The chronic health condition variable was a sum
score of self-reported physician diagnosed diseases in which inflammation is
an important pathological mechanism (56).

Additional exploratory analyses adjusted for health behaviors includ-
ing alcohol consumption, smoking, and physical activity. Alcohol consumption
was measured as the total number of drinks consumed in the past month.
Smoking status was dummy coded as never smokers (referent category), former
smokers, and current smokers. Physical activity was quantified as the average
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number of minutes of moderate or vigorous physical activity per week. These
health behaviors have been linked to fluctuations in inflammatory markers (57).

Inflammatory Markers
Plasma CRP levels were measured using the BNII nephelometer (Dade

Behring Inc., Deerfield, IL) with a particle enhanced immunonepholometric
assay. Serum IL-6 levels were measured with the Quantikine high-sensitivity
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN).
Fibrinogen antigen was measured using the BNII nephelometer (Dade Behring
Inc.). All assays were completed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The intra-assay and interassay coefficients of variance were all in an accept-
able range (G12% variance).

Statistical Analyses
Biomarkers were winsorized to three standard deviations from the mean

in both directions to reduce the influence of outliers without omitting data.
IL-6, CRP, and BMI were log transformed to achieve normal distributions.
Individuals with CRP values more than 10 Kg/ml (n = 27; G3%) were excluded
because such values may indicate the presence of an acute infection (58).
Generalized estimating equation models with random intercepts for family clus-
ters were used to address dependencies in the data from the considerable num-
ber of twins and siblings (37%) in the sample. The within-cluster covariance

structure was specified as exchangeable. B values should be interpreted as
unstandardized (i.e., in raw scale units).

First, sex and educational differences in anger were assessed, controlling for
age and race. Second, main effects of anger on the inflammatory markers were
examined in models controlling for a) sociodemographic factors and b) health
status covariates (BMI, chronic conditions, medications). An exploratory third
model included health behaviors (smoking status, alcohol consumption, phys-
ical activity). We expected the relationships to be attenuated with health be-
haviors included because they constitute a likely mediating pathway linking
combinations of education and anger to inflammation (37). To assess sex dif-
ferences in the hypothesized exacerbation and mitigation pathways, three-way
interactions between sex, education, and anger predicting IL-6, CRP, and fi-
brinogen were run in fully adjusted models. If significant, the interaction be-
tween education and anger was then analyzed in sex-stratified models. Key
analyses focused on interactions between education and anger predicting in-
flammation. Separate models were run for each anger scale and each biomarker.
The > level was set to .05.

RESULTS
The first analysis examined sex and educational differ-

ences in each anger dimension, adjusting for age and race.
There was a significant interaction between education and sex
in predicting anger control (Wald = 4.14, p = .042). To examine
the interaction, effects of education predicting anger control
were assessed separately by sex. Education was positively
related to anger control in men (B = 0.14, Wald = 10.43,
p = .001), but the relationship was much weaker and not sig-
nificant in women (B = 0.02, Wald = 0.28, p = .596). No sex
or educational differences emerged for trait anger, anger-in,
or anger-out.

Independent relationships between education and anger with
inflammation and covariates were examined next (Table 2).
Relationships between education and the inflammatory markers
in this sample have been previously reported (12,13). Briefly, as
predicted, education inversely predicted IL-6, CRP, and fi-
brinogen in bivariate models. Higher IL-6, CRP, and fibrino-
gen were correlated with a greater number of chronic conditions,
higher BMI, the use of hypertension and antidepressant medi-
cation, and less frequent physical activity. Anger control was
inversely correlated with IL-6 and CRP. Relationships be-
tween trait anger and anger-out with inflammatory markers
were all nonsignificant.

Table 3 displays multivariate-adjusted main effect and in-
teraction results. The relationships between education and the
inflammatory markers were attenuated to nonsignificance after
adjusting for health covariates (Model 2). The only significant
relationship between anger and the inflammatory markers in
fully adjusted models was between anger-in and fibrinogen, in
the opposite direction of predictions: greater anger-in predicted
lower fibrinogen (B = j0.63, Wald = 4.68, p = .031).

The key analyses assessed the interactions between educa-
tion and anger predicting the inflammatory markers. A three-
way interaction between sex, education, and anger control
predicting IL-6 was significant in fully adjusted models (B =
j0.007, Wald = 4.52, p = .033). As such, the interaction be-
tween education and anger control predicting IL-6 was ana-
lyzed in sex-stratified models. Men and women were combined
for all other interaction models. Adjusting for demographic and

TABLE 1. Sample Characteristics

Total
(N = 1054)

Men
(n = 477)

Women
(n = 577)

Trait anger 23.75 (5.21) 23.60 (5.03) 23.88 (5.35)

Anger-in 14.60 (4.07) 14.77 (4.04) 14.47 (4.09)

Anger-out 12.79 (3.13) 12.79 (3.14) 12.79 (3.13)

Anger controla 10.09 (2.22) 10.24 (2.18) 9.96 (2.24)

IL-6, pg/ml 2.66 (2.17) 2.58 (2.03) 2.73 (2.28)

CRP, Kg/mla 2.11 (2.08) 1.80 (1.86) 2.37 (2.23)

Fibrinogen, mg/dla 340.5 (82.0) 327.9 (79.2) 351.1 (82.8)

Age, y 58.0 (11.62) 58.7 (11.87) 57.5 (11.40)

Race, % nonwhite 7.2 6.9 7.5

Educationa

eHigh school 24.2 20.1 27.5

Some college 29.2 28.7 29.6

QCollege degree 46.6 51.2 42.9

Chronic conditionsa 2.59 (2.11) 2.33 (1.96) 2.80 (2.19)

BMI, kg/m2a 29.18 (6.01) 29.58 (5.21) 28.85 (6.60)

Medication, % yes

Antihypertensive 34.8 34.0 35.5

Cholesterola 29.4 37.3 22.9

Corticosteroida 12.5 3.8 19.8

Antidepressanta 15.3 11.5 18.4

Smoking statusa

Never smokers 55.4 50.3 59.4

Former smokers 33.2 37.5 29.6

Current smokers 11.4 11.9 10.9

Alcohol, drinks/moa 13.29 (23.7) 19.33 (29.9) 8.31 (15.3)

Physical activity,
min/wka

335.2 (549) 423.69 (670) 262.12 (412)

IL-6 = interleukin-6; CRP = C-reactive protein; BMI = body mass index.
Values are presented as mean (standard deviation) or percent.
a Sex difference, p G .05.
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health status variables (Table 3, Model 2), several significant
interactions emerged, including between education and trait
anger in predicting fibrinogen (Wald = 5.17, p = .023), education
and anger-out in predicting both IL-6 and fibrinogen (IL-6:
Wald = 3.76, p = .053; fibrinogen: Wald = 3.71, p = .054), and
education and anger control in predicting IL-6 in women only
(Wald = 4.94, p = .026). These four interactions are displayed
in Figure 1.

To assess the nature of the obtained significant interactions
and whether they fit the hypothesized exacerbation and miti-
gation pathways, graphic displays of the results were generated.
Because educational status affords meaningful subgroups (college-
degree earners, individuals who completed some college without
earning a degree, and individuals with a high school education
or less), we chose to use these groupings in displaying how
education and anger interact in predicting inflammatory out-
comes. We note that methodological guidelines permit graphical
presentation with either the moderator or the focal independent
variable on the x-axis (59). Thus, simple slopes were obtained
to reflect the relationships between anger and IL-6 and fibrin-
ogen, respectively, for individuals grouped according to edu-
cational status. Fitting the exacerbation pathway, anger-out
predicted greater IL-6 in individuals with a high school degree
or less (B = 0.01, Wald = 3.79, p = .051). Contrary to prediction,
trait anger and anger-out were related to lower fibrinogen in
individuals with a college education (trait anger: B = j1.57,
Wald = 8.24, p = .004; anger-out: B = j2.19, Wald = 4.78, p =
.029). In line with the mitigation pathway, higher levels of anger

control were linked to lower levels of IL-6 in women with a high
school education or less (B = j0.02, Wald = 4.80, p =
.028).Additional analyses explored the role of health behaviors
(smoking status, alcohol consumption, physical activity) in
the aforementioned moderation effects. As a group, health
behaviors accounted for 3% of variance in IL-6 and fibrinogen,
respectively. With health behaviors added (Table 3, Model 3),
two interactions became marginally significant: between edu-
cation and anger-out predicting both IL-6 and fibrinogen (IL-6:
Wald = 3.51, p = .061; fibrinogen: Wald = 3.33, p = .068). The
decrease in coefficients for these interactions with the inclusion
of health behaviors ranged from 2% to 6%. The interactions
between education and anger control predicting IL-6 (women
only; Wald = 4.87, p = .027) and education and trait anger
predicting fibrinogen (Wald = 4.75, p = .029) remained sig-
nificant in fully adjusted models, and all simple slopes were
unchanged.

DISCUSSION
The current investigation extended prior research on whether

trait anger and anger expression differ as a function of educa-
tion as well as whether varieties of anger relate to inflammation.
As predicted, those with more education showed higher anger
control, but this outcome was driven primarily by men. These
results converge with work showing that education is positively
related to the effective management of anger. Data from the
General Social Survey revealed that highly educated individ-
uals who also had a high sense of control were more cognitively

TABLE 2. Bivariate Correlations Among Anger Scales, Inflammatory Markers, and Covariates

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Trait anger V V V V V V V

2. Anger-in .49* V V V V V V

3. Anger-out .53* .20* V V V V V

4. Anger control j.28* j.16* j.30* V V V V

5. IL-6 j.00 j.04 .01 j.07* V V V

6. CRP .02 j.02 .05 j.07* .46* V V

7. Fibrinogen j.04 j.08* j.04 j.03 .41* .45* V

8. Education j.01 .03 .04 .09* j.09* j.11* j.10*

9. Age j.11* j.25* j.22* .04 .24* .03 .16*

10. Sex .03 j.04 .00 j.06* .02 .13* .14*

11. Race j.00 .04 j.00 j.07* .00 .03 .07*

12. Chronic conditions .12* j.02 .03 j.10* .28* .18* .19*

13. Body mass index .06* .05 .10* j.00 .33* .42* .25*

14. Hypertension medication .04 j.08* j.05 j.03 .26* .14* .11*

15. Cholesterol medication j.01 j.05 .00 j.04 .16* j.01 .10*

16. Corticosteroid medication .06* .01 .01 j.02 .02 .13* j.03

17. Antidepressant medication .09* .03 .06* j.09* .12* .09* .06*

18. Smoking statusa .02 .08* .03 j.03 .04 .06 .04

19. Alcohol .01 .05 .00 j.02 j.04 j.06* j.13*

20. Physical activity .01 .01 .01 j.02 j.14* j.16* j.12*

IL-6 = interleukin-6; CRP = C-reactive protein.
* p G .05.
a Smoking was dichotomized as current smoker versus not.
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flexible with regard to anger-provoking situations (i.e., better
able to look at the situation from a different perspective), more
likely to communicate with the target of anger, and more likely
to use active problem solving once angry. However, the rela-
tionship between education and anger management was much
weaker among those with a lower sense of control (41). At the
same time, our findings failed to replicate prior evidence of SES
disparities in the experience of anger and hostility (38,60). We
found no differences in trait anger, anger-in, and anger-out by
education. Other sociodemographic factors such as age or race
may be part of the relationship between SES and anger. For
example, more angry profiles have been observed in younger
adults and nonwhite minority groups (60,61). We also saw little

evidence of sex differences in anger, thus adding to previous
support in this regard (42,43).

Main effects of anger on inflammation were largely non-
significant, with the exception of anger-in being inversely as-
sociated with fibrinogen. This implies that suppressing anger
may not always have negative effects, although given the limited
work on anger suppression and inflammation, further research
is needed to confirm and explicate this incongruent finding. These
results differ from other literature documenting positive relation-
ships between anger and hostility and inflammation (11,14Y19),
although sample characteristics likely play a role in the di-
vergent findings. Many samples finding significant associa-
tions are smaller, community samples of adults free of chronic

TABLE 3. Unstandardized Parameter Estimates From GEE Models of Education, Varieties of Anger, and Their
Interactions Predicting Inflammatory Markers (N = 1054)

Variable
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

B p B p B p

Log IL-6

Education j0.008 .042 j0.005 .207 j0.003 .349

Trait anger 0.001 .441 j0.001 .505 j0.001 .576

Anger-in 0.001 .621 0.000 .853 j0.001 .780

Anger-out 0.007 .028 0.002 .425 0.003 .401

Anger control j0.008 .058 j0.006 .117 j0.007 .086

Education � trait anger j0.001 .057 j0.001 .135 j0.001 .156

Education � anger-in j0.001 .185 j0.001 .205 j0.001 .345

Education � anger-out j0.003 .022 j0.002 .053 j0.002 .061

Education � anger control (M)a 0.000 .969 j0.002 .336 j0.002 .423

Education � anger control (W)a 0.006 .010 0.005 .026 0.005 .027

Log CRP

Education j0.015 .012 j0.009 .093 j0.007 .206

Trait anger 0.002 .385 j0.002 .417 j0.002 .515

Anger-in j0.002 .593 j0.005 .098 j0.005 .087

Anger-out 0.011 .019 0.002 .548 0.003 .521

Anger control j0.011 .090 j0.009 .118 j.0010 .070

Education � trait anger j0.002 .061 j0.001 .221 j0.001 .268

Education � anger-in j0.002 .195 j0.002 .176 j0.001 .334

Education � anger-out j0.002 .339 0.000 .944 0.000 .940

Education � anger control j0.001 .792 j0.003 .135 j0.003 .131

Fibrinogen

Education j2.15 .035 j1.54 .125 j1.38 .165

Trait anger j0.347 .431 j0.669 .126 j0.581 .183

Anger-in j0.875 .144 j1.27 .031 j1.19 .040

Anger-out j0.001 .998 j0.860 .254 j0.767 .318

Anger control j0.220 .848 0.151 .890 j0.130 .905

Education � trait anger j0.421 .016 j0.395 .023 j0.376 .029

Education � anger-in j0.356 .128 j0.301 .178 j0.252 .250

Education � anger-out j0.636 .042 j0.599 .054 j0.567 .068

Education � anger control j0.081 .851 j0.218 .606 j0.216 .606

GEE = generalized estimating equation; IL-6 = interleukin-6; CRP = C-reactive protein.
a This interaction was tested in sex-stratified models because of a significant three-way interaction between sex, education, and anger control predicting IL-6. Model 1
adjusted for age, race, sex, and education (education is a covariate in main-effects models only). Model 2 included Model 1 and body mass index, chronic health
conditions, and medication use. Model 3 included Model 2 and smoking status, alcohol consumption, and physical activity as an exploratory examination of health
behavior pathways.
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conditions. This is one of three investigations of the relation-
ships of anger or hostility with inflammation that use a national
sample (cf. Ranjit et al. (11) and Elovainio et al. (15)).

The primary objective, however, was to examine whether
individual differences in anger moderated the link between low
education and proinflammatory profiles, following the hypoth-
esized exacerbation and mitigation pathways. Overall, findings
were consistent with predictions. Educational gradients in IL-6
and fibrinogen were most apparent among those with high trait
anger, anger-out, and low anger control. That is, for individuals
with a high school education or less, anger-out was associated
with higher IL-6 and anger control predicted lower IL-6 in
women. These results support both the exacerbation and miti-
gation pathways, showing that the relationship between educa-
tion and inflammation was more pronounced among those with
more angry profiles, whereas the education-inflammation link
was attenuated among women with high anger control. Our re-
sults clarify who is most sensitive to psychosocial influences on
IL-6 and fibrinogen and emphasize that specific dimensions of
anger may matter more for those in lower social classes.

Alternatively and supporting the mitigation pathway, discern-
ible educational gradients in IL-6 were absent among women with
greater anger control, suggesting that anger control may be pro-
tective for women with low education. Women use more support
seeking and anger diffusion strategies than men when angry (44),
and our results suggest that low-SES women who use these
techniques have a reduced inflammatory load. These findings
converge with our previous work showing that educational
differences in IL-6 were diminished among those with high psy-
chologicalwell-being (13). The combined evidence supports the
view that psychological resources (i.e., high well-being and high
anger control) may confer biological benefits to individuals with

less socioeconomic capital. That this effect was specific to women
calls for future work on sex differences in relationships among
psychosocial factors and biological mechanisms. Our findings
diverge from a prior meta-analysis that documents stronger
relationships between anger and cardiovascular outcomes in
men than in women (23). However, few of those studies con-
sidered the control and management of anger, which may be
especially beneficial for women.

For individuals with a college degree, however, higher trait
anger and anger-out were associated with lower fibrinogen.
These findings were unexpected and suggest that among the
educationally advantaged, there may be physiological benefits
to feeling and expressing anger. Such individuals may be in
positions of power and have a stronger sense of control, includ-
ing higher personal mastery and lower perceived constraints
(62,63). These findings underscore the need to consider the con-
text in which anger is experienced and expressed to understand
biological concomitants. In some settings, anger may not be health
compromising. Indeed, appropriately using anger may exact
desirable outcomes. Social psychological research suggests that
expressing anger confers a higher social status by creating im-
pressions of competence (64). Whether these effects extend to
other contexts of advantage (e.g., high income) or other health
outcomes is a worthy question for future work.

No significant effects were evident in the prediction of CRP,
despite prior work linking anger and cynical distrust to elevated
CRP (11,15Y17,19). Restriction of range may have thwarted
our efforts because those with CRP values more than 10 Kg/ml
were excluded from analyses, per recommendations of the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the American
Heart Association (58). Blood samples were collected only
once during the GCRC visit, precluding retesting of CRP to

Figure 1. Multiple aspects of anger moderated the effect of education on IL-6. Lines represent the simple effects of anger on IL-6 and fibrinogen for different levels of
educational attainment. Education was modeled continuously and has been categorized for illustrative purposes only. Effects were adjusted for age, sex, medication
use, chronic health conditions, and BMI. IL-6 = interleukin-6; BMI = body mass index.
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determine if elevated levels were caused by an acute infection
or inflammation. Only one of the aforementioned studies (17)
excluded individuals on this basis. Nonetheless, one strength
of the current study was the inclusion of three related out-
comes, allowing us to test the generalization of our findings
across multiple outcomes.

Our moderation approach clarified who may be vulnerable
or resilient to the pernicious or protective effects of various
anger dimensions in the context of SES. The key argument is
that those who are educationally disadvantaged are not psy-
chologically equivalent. Rather, they bring different profiles to
their experiences, and such differences seem to be meaning-
fully related to inflammatory outcomes. Additional work needs
to address how these relationships are developed and main-
tained. Such work calls for mediation models, which identify
pathways through which socioeconomic and psychosocial fac-
tors affect health, one being poor health behaviors (37). Several
effects in these analyses were attenuated to marginal significance
( p G .07) after adjusting for smoking, alcohol consumption, and
physical activity, indicating that life-style factors account for
much of the variance in IL-6 and fibrinogen associated with
education and anger. These health behaviors may constitute
mechanisms through which the interplay of education and
anger influences inflammatory outcomes, calling for further in-
quiry, including in intervention contexts.

Another future direction involves the interplay among re-
lated psychosocial constructs. Several studies have examined
interactions between depression and hostility in predicting in-
flammatory outcomes. Most support joint effects, with the com-
bination of high depression and high hostility predicting the
highest inflammatory profile (65,66), but another showed that
hostility predicted higher inflammation only among those with
low depression (67). Furthermore, measures of anger, anxiety,
and depression can be highly correlated, making it difficult to
disentangle whether there are affect-specific effects that con-
fer cardiovascular risk or whether there is an underlying neg-
ative affectivity construct driving reported effects (27). We
explored these possibilities by controlling for both depressive
and anxious symptoms in fully adjusted models (data not shown).
All interactions were unchanged, indicating that the obtained
effects were independent and not driven primarily by a global
negative affectivity factor. We also examined potential joint
effects among the anger dimensions by testing the interactions
between trait anger and the anger expression scales, but none
emerged as significant.

Several limitations warrant mention. First, study participants
were better educated than the pool from which they were re-
cruited, although more than half of the sample did not complete
college (52), and only 7.2% of the sample was nonwhite. Lim-
ited representation of low-education respondents may partially
account for the lack of educational differences in reported anger.
Second, the cross-sectional design makes causal claims regard-
ing education, anger, and inflammation untenable, although use
of education as an SES indicator reduces concerns of reverse
causation (i.e., that poor health causes lower SES). Education
is a limited measure of SES that does not address quality of

education and also ignores earnings and socioeconomic cap-
ital, which may vary by age, sex, or race/ethnicity (37). Other
indices of SES, especially income, would valuably extend the
current inquiry, particularly given that income was previously
shown to mediate the association between education and in-
flammation in this sample (12). Finally, numerous interactions
were tested, given our interest in several dimensions of an-
ger and multiple inflammatory markers. This allowed for test-
ing specific hypotheses regarding the moderating role of anger
in the relationship between education and inflammation. The
pattern of findings underscored that not all anger dimensions
are detrimental for all individuals. Although future replication
is needed, our confidence is strengthened by finding similar
patterns of effects for several dimensions of anger and for two
inflammatory outcomes.

In summary, the present work integrated anger, inequality,
and inflammation in a national sample of American adults.
Results underscored the psychological heterogeneity among the
educationally disadvantaged, with moderation analyses exploit-
ing such variation to identify individuals who may be particu-
larly vulnerable, or resilient. Specifically, high anger expression
exacerbated risk for elevated IL-6 among those with less edu-
cation. Conversely, women with low education and high anger
control were protected from elevated IL-6. What constitutes an
adaptive anger profile remains an important question, given that
college-educated individuals with high anger had lower fibrin-
ogen. Such findings bring to mind ancient philosophers who
mused about anger and its consequents. We sought to bring
these distal observations to empirical life, by attending not only
to the varieties of anger and how they are experienced by dif-
ferent people but also to the socioeconomic contexts in which
they occur, all of which are important to understand the phys-
iological correlates of this primal emotion.
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